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Things you should be aware of concerning your application: 

Show your personality in your application. 

Companies are usually interested in people, not working machines. 

Demonstrate your interest in the company. 

Inform yourself profoundly about the company’s philosophy and use your knowledge for your letter of 

motivation. Get yourself some inspiration from the job advertisement! The job advertisement often already 

reveals the tone and the making of the application which will be appreciated by the company.  

Find a balance between hard skills and soft skills. 

The skills you mention in your application should be relevant for the job. 

Be as precise as possible about your competencies. 

Your IT-Skills for example should be depicted like the following or equivalent: Microsoft Excel (very good 

command), Microsoft Word (good command), Typo 3 (basic skills). The same goes for language skills e.g. 

Try to stand out from the crowd. 

Avoid empty phrases in your cover letter, especially those which can be find very easily in every sample copy 

on the internet.  

Be clear about your online presence before your application and your job interview. 

The internet never forgets. Doing some research about yourself on google before your application can 

prevent or at least prepare you for unpleasant questions.  Also, it is often quite useful to go through your 

social media and have a closer look. 

Write an antichronological, systemically arranged CV.  

Mention also voluntary work and stays abroad. 

Pay attention to cleanliness, orthography and names. 

Strive for an all in all neatly application. Pay special attention to the correct spelling and the proper use of 

names, for example the names of the contact persons. 

Keep the possibility of an automated registration of your application. 

Be aware that more and more companies use automated registration systems for applications – especially for 

CVs – in terms of pre-filtering. Therefore, keep being updated about the recent things you have to pay 

attention to in terms of automated pre-registration. 

Use a professional, sympathetic résumé photo. 

In the best case, your résumé photo depicts you as a sympathetic, motivated and competent person. An 

open body posture, a smile and an adequate wardrobe for the aspired industry and position will help.  
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Things you should definitely avoid concerning your application 

Don’t promise what you can’t keep. 

Lies don’t travel far. Rather be honest and genuine when it comes to your competencies and your 

personality. 

Avoid an overcrowded CV. 

HR Officers only have limited time for the evaluation of CVs. The average HR Officer take per CV is one 

minute. That is why your CV should usually be no longer than two pages. Generally speaking: As short as 

possible, as long as necessary.   

Avoid an overflowing cover letter. 

The same applies as for the CV: Relevance is key. Your cover letter should be no longer than one page.  

Avoid too much of a self-portrayal.  

Writing an application of course means representing yourself from your best side, yet you should not overdo 

it.  

Don’t produce bulk commodities. 

In certain situations in life, lots of applications have to get done. They should still be individualised and 

personalised. That applies for the CV as well as for the cover letter.  

Don’t be too self-centered in your cover letter. 

Rather try to get involved into the company’s perspective and outline how the company can benefit from 

you.  

Don’t hand in a sloppy application.  

Avoid formal errors and spelling as well as grammar mistakes. Also, keep an eye on dog-ears and such in 

case you have to hand in the application in paper form. Also, pay attention that your application does not 

appear inconsistent.  

 


